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Starter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book + CLIL 9786685736144 9786685736151 9786685736168 9786685736175 9786685736182

Student’s Book + Workbook + CLIL 9786685736199 9786685736205 9786685736212 9786685736229 9786685736236

Teacher’s Book 9786685735710 9786685735727 9786685735734 9786685735741 9786685735758

Teacher’s Book + CLIL 9786685735765 9786685735772 9786685735789 9786685735796 9786685735802

Pre A1    A1

Next Station NeW
AmAndA CAnt / mAry ChArrington / SArAh ElizAbEth SprAguE

Next Station is an exciting five-level course that packs real-
world aspects into meaningful tasks and language activities. 

Students are guided through fun-filled lessons to explore the world on a truly global 

journey, making it the perfect connection between content and language. Teachers and 

students will be thrilled to go to the Next Station!

•	 Five STEAM sections with maker-inspired, hands-on challenging projects 

•	 A phonics program in every unit (levels 1 to 4)

•	 A world map and map stickers to connect the visited countries and their geographic location

•	 The Next Station Passport for students to complete a self-assessment chart and ‘stamp’ the 

countries they’ve visited with stickers.

•	 Digital Student’s Book with 5 culture videos and 4-8 extra interactive activities in every unit

•	 Teacher’s Book with access code to the Teacher’s Presentation Kit (guidelines, suggestions, 

and answer key – includes a mindfulness section with activity suggestions for each level)

•	 Teacher’s Presentation Kit – page-faithful Digital Student’s Book with embedded answers 

and access to students’ interactive activities; Extra Resources Tab with language file 

templates and a Test Generator.
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Amanda Cant / Mary Charrington 
Sarah Elizabeth Sprague 

The Next Station Student’s Book introduces a different country in each unit. Texts 
and images provide realistic contexts for learning about culture, subjects, and 
language, raising cross-cultural awareness through extensive personalization. The 
children are also encouraged to take extra time to answer questions that generate 
higher-order thinking.

The Next Station Student’s Book includes:
• five STEAM sections with maker-inspired, hands-on challenging projects 
• a phonics program in every unit (levels 1 to 4)
• a world map and map stickers to connect the visited countries 

and their geographic location
• the Next Station Passport for students to complete a self-assessment 

chart and ‘stamp’ the countries they’ve visited with stickers

The Digital Student’s Book features:
• 5 culture videos
• 4-8 extra interactive activities in every unit

COMPONENTS

• Next Station Student’s 
Book (includes stickers 
and passport), with 
access code to the 
Digital Student’s Book
(includes audio tracks, 
videos, and interactive 
activities)

Student Teacher

• Next Station Student’s Book

• Teacher’s Book with access code to the Teacher’s 
Presentation Kit* (guidelines, suggestions, and 
answer key – includes a mindfulness section with 
activity suggestions for each level)

• Teacher’s Presentation Kit*
 (page-faithful Digital Student’s Book with embedded 

answers and access to students’ interactive activities; 
Extra Resources Tab with language file templates and 
a Test Generator)

Also available for 
Next Station series:
• Next Station Workbook

• Next Station CLIL Book
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Next Station is an exciting five-level course that packs real-world 
aspects into meaningful tasks and language activities. Students are 
guided through fun-filled lessons to explore the world on a truly global 
journey, making it the perfect connection between content and language. 
Teachers and students will be thrilled to go to the Next Station!

Pre-A1 A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
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Ferris Wheel                    NeW
CArol rEAd

Ferris Wheel is a 3-level course designed to give teachers 
all the tools they need to successfully manage groups of 
energetic preschool learners. With the engaging stories that 
students will instantly fall in love with, and the optimum level 
of support, teaching becomes both effective and enjoyable. 

With the unique Hop on & Hop off approach teachers can either hop on and follow 

the unit sequence as it appears in the course, or hop off to cover them in the order 

they choose, aligning the English course content to any first language syllabus. A 

comprehensive set of teacher tools provides maximum support and enables teachers 

to confidently teach and manage big classes of active and energetic 3-5 year olds, fully 

engaging them in the learning process.

•	 Written by Carol Read, the award-winning young learners expert, Ferris Wheel 
guarantees sound pedagogy that works in the classroom, with simple to implement 

teaching ideas that make learning fun for pupils and teachers alike.

•	 Engaging animated stories and videos featuring the adorable Meerkat family and real 

children help to prepare young learners for primary education and promote life skills  

and values such as ‘sharing’ or ‘helping others’.

•	 With all resources in one place, available at the touch of a button, including Tap & Teach 

lessons powered by Navio, teachers can deliver clearly sequenced lessons requiring 

minimum preparation.

•	 A series of teacher training videos with demonstrations of classroom routines and tips 

equip both novice and more experienced teachers with instant skills and knowledge 

about teaching very young learners.

•	 Games and rewards in the Student App powered by Navio provide engaging language 

practice and also motivate students to learn English outside the classroom.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380026606 9781380026682 9781380026774

Activity Book 9781380018694 9781380018700 9781380018717

Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026590 9781380026699 9781380026781

Audio CD 9781380026637 9781380026729 9781380026811

Flashcards 9781380026620 9781380026712 9781380026804

Mimi Puppet 9781380027269

The Wheel Mat 9781380018489

L1     L3

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Ferris Wheel comes alive in this well designed digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use 
the full potential of the course and additional resources, 
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools, 
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.



Pre A1     B1

Give Me Five! 
donnA ShAw, JoAnnE rAmSdEn, rob SvEd

Give Me Five! is an engaging 6-level primary course with  
a strong focus on collaboration and 21st century skills.  
The dynamic and fun content keeps students motivated to 
reach learning goals and achieve success in external exams.

Designed to engage and build students’ confidence as they learn to communicate,  

Give Me Five! provides unique opportunities for both free and controlled speaking  

practice across a range of contexts. Participation, learner’s autonomy and social 

competency all take centre stage in order to help young learners reach their true potential.

•	 The cooperative methodology encourages teamwork and collaboration,  

helping to create a positive classroom environment and celebrate achievement.

•	 Integrated exam practice and additional resources, including videos of Cambridge 

English and Trinity mock exams, help familiarise children with exam techniques.

•	 The 21st century learning strand develops skills such as creativity and critical thinking. 

•	 Memorable songs, adventure stories and classroom games make learning enjoyable.

•	 Navio provides a seamless transition between the print materials and the digital  

teaching and learning. 

Basics Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Pupil’s Book with Navio App 9781380013491 9781380013507 9781380013514 9781380013521 9781380013538 9781380013545

Pupil’s Book + Activity Book 9786685733211 9786685733167 9786685733174 9786685733181 9786685733198 9786685733204

Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380024879 9781380024930 9781380024985 9781380025036 9781380025081 9781380025135

To find out more, visit:

mac-ed.courses/give-me-five

NAVIO
Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO

Give Me Five! comes alive in this well designed digital 
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use 
the full potential of the course and additional resources, 
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools 
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.

http://mac-ed.courses/give-me-five


#InstaEnglish
EmmA hEydErmAn, FionA mAuChlinE, pAtriCk howArth, pAtriCiA rEilly, oliviA 
JohnSton

#Instaenglish is an engaging five-level course for secondary 
students that offers a sensibly paced approach to teaching 
grammar, vocabulary, and the four skills, with an emphasis on 
mixed abilities.

Teenagers crave novelty and instigating visual content to feed their curious minds when 

studying a second language. #InstaEnglish is the best way to stretch beyond the classroom 

environment and reach students’ minds and hearts, thanks to all its original and updated 

content.. #InstaEnglish students will learn English in a very practical way, motivated by their 

desire to communicate in today’s cosmopolitan world, express their opinions, and expand 

their global knowledge even further.

•	 Balanced Scope and Sequence: clearly structured units, carefully graded grammar 

and vocabulary and all four skills equally covered in full compliance with the National 

Learning Standards (BNCC – Base Nacional Comum Curricular).

•	 Instigating Visual Content: unit openings, vocabulary sections and review games 

supported by abundant visual resources that provide memorable learning.

•	 Interactive Digital Content: 8 interactive activities in every unit for students to do and for 

teachers to keep track of their performance.

•	 Culture: section in every unit highlighting an aspect of life in an English-speaking 

country, inviting students to learn about the world around them with authentic cultural 

references.

•	 CLIL and Life Skills: CLIL sections with reading and listening activities that help students 

develop other areas of knowledge and interest; topical, teen-relevant life skills projects 

providing students with transferable 21st century skills.

A1     B2

To find out more about #InstaEnglish, visitt:

macmillan.com.br/instaenglish

Starter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book Pack 9788551100554 9788551100561 9788551100578 9788551100585 9788551102008

Teacher’s Book Pack 9788551100592 9788551100608 9788551100615 9788551100622 9786685736779
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A1+     B1+

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book Pack 9781380039712 9781380020376 9781380039729 9781380020475

Student’s Book Pack + Workbook 9786685736595 9786685736601 9786685736618 9786685736625

Teacher’s Book Pack 9781380027689 9781380027436 9781380027443 9781380027450

New Pulse NeW
CAthErinE mCbEth

Encourage, engage, energise. Building on the success 
of teenage appropriate topics, engaging authentic texts, 
integrated skills and interesting activities of the first edition, 
New Pulse now offers:

•	 NEW Digital pack with short, sharp and meaningful videos adapted to the students’ level 

to catch their attention including:

•	 Flipped classroom grammar presentations

•	 Engaging documentaries

•	 NEW Flexible materials which allow the teacher to cater for differentiated learning, 

levelling up the contents for stronger students and giving extra support to those looking 

for guidance.

•	 NEW Authentic reading texts with varied comprehension work to encourage critical 

thinking, and an extensive vocabulary syllabus to prepare students for real-life use of 

English.

•	 NEW Focus on life skills along with cultural and social awareness readings which prepare 

students to meet the challenges of life in the 21st Century.

•	 NEW Scaffolded production tasks to support students, keeping them focused 

throughout and providing them with the sub skills they need to communicate 

successfully both in speaking and writing.



American Inside Out 
Evolution
SuE kAy, vAughAn JonES, CEri JonES, tAniA bAStow,  
AmAndA JEFFriES

American Inside Out evolution renews our commitment 
to meaningful presentation, meaningful practice, and 
meaningful communication, now with a more diverse 
selection of texts reflecting the variety of genres on offer in 
today’s multimedia world.

With a more concise format, American Inside Out Evolution is aimed at students who 

don’t have much time, but want to learn the language thoroughly. American Inside Out 
Evolution includes new digital components designed to meet the expectations of students 

operating in a digital world.

•	 New design, modern and in tune with students’ reality

•	 100% new reading texts with activities in all levels

•	 Anecdotes that give students a chance to tackle longer pieces of discourse

•	 Language for Life: fun and engaging dialogues that provide a portable toolkit of 

functional language

•	 New Life Skills section in every unit

•	 New digital components

A1     C1

See our website for further details:

macmillan.com.br/americaninsideoutevolution

Beginner Elementary Pre-interme-
diate Intermediate Upper Interme-

diate Advanced

Student’s Book Pack 9786074736199 9786074736472 9786074736427 9786074736403 9786074736410 9786074736267

Student’s Book + Workbook Pack 
(with key)

9786685732252 9786685732313 9786685732436 9786685732375 9786685732498 9786685732238

Teacher’s Book Pack 9786685734676 9786685734683 9786685734690 9786685734706 9786685734713 9786685734720

Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate

A B A B A B

Student’s Book split edition 9786074736434 9786074736458 9786074736496 9786074736441 9786074736342 9786074736366

Student’s Book + Workbook  
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732276 9786685732290 9786685732399 9786685732412 9786685732337 9786685732351

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

A B A B

Student’s Book split edition 9786074736465 9786074736182 9786074736212 9786074736380

Student’s Book + Workbook  
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732450 9786685732474 9786685732191 9786685732214



Language Hub                NeW
dAn brAyShAw, JErEmy dAy, Jon hird, pEtEr mAggS, EdwArd priCE, gArEth 
rEES, louiS rogErS, grAhAm SkErritt, CAthErinE Smith, ingrid wiSniEwSkA

Language Hub is a new six-level general English course for 
adult learners which takes the complexity out of teaching 
English. It is designed to promote effective communication 
and helps to build learners’ confidence with regular 
opportunities for meaningful practice.

With Language Hub, producing interesting and motivating lessons has never been easier.  

At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus with clear learning outcomes using a range  

of interesting topics, and a functional language strand presented through an entertaining 

video series. The Teacher’s Book makes lesson preparation intuitive with annotated  

‘teach-off-the-page’ lessons supported by tips and ideas taken from the award-winning 

Macmillan Books for Teachers series.

•	 Language Hub is easy to use in a variety of teaching situations due to its firm pedagogic 

foundation, and syllabus aligned to the revised CEFR.

•	 Comprehensive video content includes engaging ‘sitcom’ series providing realistic 

models for learners’ own language production, and additional authentic video content 

from The Guardian offering further input for practice.

•	 The Writing lessons in the Student’s Book help learners improve their communicative 

writing skills and cover a range of genres aligned to the topic in each unit of the course.

•	 The Student App offers learners quick and flexible practice opportunities when  

and where they need it, and also provides exposure to target language for class 

preparation and consolidation. 

•	 The Teacher App helps to deliver content in a simple-to-use lesson pathway designed 

for easy presentation and truly engaging lessons.

B1

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

+ access to  
Student’s App

DANIEL BRAYSHAW 
JOHN HIRD

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 C1
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Language Hub is a six-level general English course for adults 
promoting effective communication and building confidence 
through carefully structured activities with regular opportunities 
for meaningful practice. At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus 
with clear learning outcomes, explored through a wide range of 
interesting topics.

Features of the course include:

•  Engaging video 
content to show 
functional language in 
context, with a ‘sitcom’ 
series providing 
realistic models 
for learners’ own 
language production 
and authentic video 
content providing 
input for further 
practice including 
content from sources 
such as the Guardian.

•  Additional Writing 
Lessons designed to 
help learners improve 
their communicative 
writing skills covering 
a range of genres 
aligned to the topic of 
each unit.

•  A Students’ App 
which offers learners 
quick and flexible 
practice opportunities 
when and where 
they need it, and also 
provides exposure to 
target language for 
class preparation and 
consolidation.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

A1     C1

Discover more about Language Hub at:

mac-ed.courses/language-hub

Beginner Elementary Pre-interme-
diate Intermediate Upper

Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book + Navio App 9781380016508 9781380016706 9781380016904 9781380017109 9781380017307 9781380017505

Student’s Book + Navio App + 
Workbook without key

9786685736649 9786685736656 9786685736670 9786685736663 9786685736687 9786685736632

Student’s Book + Navio App + 
Workbook with key

9786685736700 9786685736717 9786685736731 9786685736724 9786685736748 9786685736694

Teacher’s Book + Navio App 9781380016522 9781380016720 9781380016928 9781380017123 9781380017321 9781380017529

Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate in September 2019
Starter, Upper Intermediate and Advanced in January 2020

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/products/skillful-Second-Edition-Level4-Listening-and-Speaking-Premium-Students-Pack/

